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FROM THE EDITOR

“Guerilla marketing is more than
just marketing bananas”
“Creativity involves breaking out of
established patterns in order to look at
things in a different way.” These are the
words of famous British physician and father
of lateral thinking, Edward de Bono.

These words aptly describe the essence of
Guerrilla Marketing - a creative content
marketing strategy that prides itself on
being unconventional.

A guerrilla campaign starts with a creative
and engaging idea, generally involving not
just the content of the message, but its form.
Surprises and innovative methods of
communication are key components for
engaging the interest of the consumer and
in a time where there is a multitude of
competing forces for attention.

The use of guerrilla marketing can be the
difference maker in creating lasting
impressions in the mind of a consumer.

One popular application of guerrilla
marketing that comes to mind is the 2019
Zimnat Billboard Campaign along
Borrowdale Road in Harare.

The winners of that year’s ‘Best Outdoor
Advert of the Year’ at the Marketer’s
Association of Zimbabwe Exceptional
Marketing Awards.

It simulated a collision involving boulders
falling from a container on a billboard and a
car beneath the billboard with the caption
“whatever life delivers Zimnat makes it
better”. The billboard shook many
onlookers! Some motorists confessed that
on the first day they stopped to check on the
‘crash’. It was all about creativity, shock and
moving out of established patterns like Bono
says.

The Coca-Cola Company as we shall read in
one of the articles in this edition has over the
years successfully implemented guerrilla
marketing in its campaigns. The
conservative culture in Zimbabwe has seen a
reluctance in moving away from traditional
marketing channels. However, globally,
marketers recognise the need to stand out
and be creative.

Some examples include the use of publicity
stunts such as the Red Bull Formula 1
campaign that featured a pit stop in the
middle of Times Square, viral videos and
stencil graffiti - a form of combining street

art with clever marketing messages that cost
virtually nothing to the company.

The month of March is Women’s month and
in our edition we feature a number of articles
to celebrate incredible and phenomenal
women.

This year’s theme is #EachforEqual, calling
for gender equal opportunities for women in
all sectors. We are happy that over the years
we have seen women in the Marketing
profession climbing up the corporate ladder
to take up key positions.

There is also an interesting line-up of news
that captures developments within the
Marketers Association of Zimbabwe. We
feature The Marketers Luncheon, the
ZimChartered, Business Leadership and
Digital Marketing graduation held in
February. Other new events and
programmes to look forward to are; the Boot
Camp, Annual Continuous Professional
Development Master Class and the
Superbrand Launch.

We will also celebrate achievements of
colleagues in the Marketing fraternity who
have moved to new portfolios or
organisations.

Happy Reading

For feedback and comments contact
auxilia@mazim.co.zw
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MARKETING MATTERS

more attention to the opinion of others through seeking
advice and generating reviews when making purchasing
decisions both online and off office. Purchases are made on
the basis of popular votes and polls. Customers have now
become dependent on the opinion of others at the expense
of their own preferences.

The paradoxes of marketing to connected customers

The changing dynamics in the marketing landscape is
challenging the traditional way of doing things. Both “online”
and “offline” interactions are meant to co-exist to create a
unique experience for the customer. The changes create a set
of interesting paradoxes for the customers. There is also the
“informed” vs the “distracted” customer which creates a
push-pull dynamic.

Influential digital subcultures

Women, youth and netizens have long been thoroughly
researched by businesses but separately. Their combined
effect, however, produces a different dynamic under
Marketing 4.0. Youths for instance are early adopters of
modern technologies, trend setters, information collectors
and influencers and game changers. Women on the other
hand are defacto household managers, chief financial officers,
purchase managers and asset managers all rolled up in one.
Netizens on the other spectrum are essentially habitual web

Five years ago, companies that did not have a website
were considered old and out of touch. Today, digital
transformation requires marketers to speak about their
businesses by sharing relevant content such as FAQs. This
information requires marketers to create vlogs as a means
of interacting with their tech-savvy customers.

Under Marketing 4.0, power has transformed to the
customers making it imperative to leverage on modern
technology to grow sales. Leads are now being generated
via digital platforms at a much faster pace than they ever
did in the brick and mortar era.

In the economy where problems have to be resolved faster
and decisions are made at a click of a button, businesses
have to transform themselves into marketing 4.0 early
adopters.

Some key concepts to guide you in your transformation
journey are:

Power has shifted to connected customers

Social media eliminates geographic and demographic
barriers enabling people to connect and communicate and
companies to innovate through collaboration. Customers
are relying more on enablers such as the “F” factor:
friends, family, fans, and followers. Customers are paying

LEVERAGING ON TECHNOLOGY
TO REACH AUDIENCES By Eve Gadzikwa

MARKETING 4.0
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browsers, social connectors, converse, communicate with
their peers and are content creators in the digital
economy. They can be seen as online evangelists of the
products they consume. Together, youth, women and
netizens hold the key to marketing in the digital economy
–a resource which any marketer must exploit under 4.0.

Marketing 4.0 in the digital economy

Ultimately traditional marketing and digital marketing are
meant to co-exist in 4.0 with the ultimate goal to win
customer advocacy. 4.0 is a marketing approach which
combines online and offline interactions between
customers and companies. The concept helps marketers
to transition into the digital economy which has redefined
the key concepts of marketing.

The new customer path

In the digital economy, the customer path must be
defined as the 5As: Aware, Appeal, Ask, Act, Advocate
which reflects the connectivity among customers. The
concept of Marketing 4.0 aims to drive customers from
awareness to advocacy to create positive change.

If you are not digitally transforming
your operations, manufacturing shop
floor or service, your business is going
to be in trouble in a few years’ time.
Your marketing and communication

efforts also need to be transformed for
survival in the digital era.

Digital media, once thought of as a nice thing to have is
now an imperative because it is so powerful. Businesses
must be optimised to leverage on technology to reach
larger, more profitable and remote audiences. Your
customers today are on the cloud and away from the
physical sphere. Marketers therefore need to embrace
the concept of Marketing 4.0 by building the necessary
infrastructure to guide your customers from the cloud into
your business.

The pipeline requires deliberate and careful selection of
pathways to direct customers into your business and not
away from it. Marketers today need to produce content
on YouTube to reach customers who are digitally literate
and engaged. Early adopters of Marketing 4.0 concept
are digitally transforming their businesses and customers
to gain exponential growth which was not possible 10
years ago.

Knowingly or unknowingly, a total mindset shift has
happened and those that embrace new ways of engaging
customers in the digital economy will be the winners.

Z I M M A R K E T E R _ M A Z O F F I C I A L M A G A Z I N E



IS INTERNAL MARKETING
SLOWLY BEING FORGOTTEN?

MARKETING MATTERS

channelled towards external marketing is equally put into
internal marketing, if not more.

Internal marketing is about linking business to its staff
members and taking them in the direction the business
intends to go. Connecting with employees has therefore
become more important than ever because companies need
to be able to listen to a wide range of people, and understand
what it is they are really saying and then develop messages
that engage them both.

Use the available platforms

Companies need to create an internal marketing plan to get
the messages out to their employees, using available
platforms to make sure the internal audience is involved in the
conversation; they cannot believe in the vision if they do not
feel a part of it. A good brand is delivered from the inside out.
Put simply, your staff will make or break your brand.

It is therefore important for companies to use platforms
available to them to connect and relate with their internal
audiences. The presence of this connection is crucial to every
company because when employees and management share a
positive relationship, employee engagement, productivity,
motivation and morale are high. Employees will work harder,
produce better work and ultimately keep the customer happy
and the business thriving.

Many organisations have their focus on external marketing.
Plans and budgets are made all in the name of external
marketing, yet there seems to be very little being done on
the internal marketing side.

Are companies slowly losing the important focus on
internal communications, to reinforce values and create a
sense of belonging for employees? What are the most
effective strategies for marketers tasked with consolidating
and disseminating the brand message?

All businesses need advocates in order to survive in this
VUCA environment, and the best ones are your
employees. As dynamic as is today’s business
environment, having and keeping everyone on board is
critical for organisations to survive. In the same way
companies market themselves to the outside world,
companies need to create an on-going dialogue with
internal customers. This basically means explaining to all
employees at every level why the company mission, vision,
values, strategies, successes and challenges matter to
them and how important it is for everyone in the company
to contribute to its success.

There is a temptation by many companies in their bid to
make profits to unconsciously forget the internal customers
as an integral part of the business success. It is the duty of
marketers to stress the importance of internal marketing to
the C-suite and ensure that the same amount of energy
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By Marjorie Munyonga
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communication where business leaders can trial and pitch
their ideas to staff before disseminating to them. It is however
important to embrace an honest and open culture because it
is of no use to test ideas on someone who will not give or take
constructive criticism.

To build brand understanding and belief with employees,
companies should balance between big-bang creative
campaigns and regular reinforcement of their values through
internal marketing.

Communicate clearly and often

In any relationship, communication is the key. In some
organisations, employees get to hear of developments in
the organisation through the media or from customers. It is
important that staff understand why change is happening,
before being told how it affects them. Marketers must
engage employees from the beginning – defining a
brand’s aspiration should come from the whole business,
not the whole boardroom alone.

Ensuring that all areas and departments are represented at
the initial stage provides a more rounded and inclusive
view, helping to identify gaps between reality and
aspiration.

Also crucial is for marketers to be clear about the
brand’s values and vision. An engaged employee will

know where the business is heading and why.
Marketers can reinforce this with an internal launch so
as to bring the brand to life with training materials,
office branding, the intranet and other internal

publications.

It is important to come up with a clear message that is easy
to say, remember, and understand, and find ways to keep
pushing it. This becomes much easier if companies
reinforce messaging from the beginning. Marketing should
work with HR and set expectations with new employees
and include company values in the job description,
interview process and induction.

Appoint champions

It may be helpful to appoint ‘champions’ to live the brand
values and embed them through the organisation. These
individuals will be typically drawn from all departments and
work to keep the rest of the employees on past, present
and future marketing campaigns. Involving people from
the start and making them feel part of things is the key to
success.

An organisation’s internal team is one of its most powerful
assets as well as the cruellest ‘diminishers’ of the business.
If people who work for you recommend the product or
services, you already have a strong team of brand
ambassadors to help position and grow your business.

The opportunity to take part in decisions not only helps
employees to feel valued, but also gives business leaders
the chance to hear what they think, and yet in most cases,
a company mission is often decided by the senior team
without some employees knowing what it is, or why it is
important.

Engage face-to-face

Nothing beats face to face workshops, with business
leaders meeting employees. Understanding the reasons
behind the company mission will help staff back the
company and drive the mission forward. Face-to-face
engagements will provide consistent, two way

An organisation’s internal team
is one of its most powerful

assets as well as the cruellest
‘diminishers’ of the business.
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GUERILLA MARKETING

HOW COCA-COLA HAS
STAYED WELL AHEAD
When one hears the term ‘guerrilla marketing’,
immediately the mind assumes the concept is related to a
combative form of marketing, one which is disruptive,
unrelenting and endeavours for success or market share by
any means necessary.

The term guerrilla marketing may be considered ugly,
however this is not the case. In an environment where
marketing budgets are being trimmed, and skimmed,
guerrilla marketing is a strategy more companies,
especially in Zimbabwe, need to employ.

Guerrilla marketing requires creativity, but to implement
such creativity does not warrant a large expense. Guerrilla
marketing is a concept which can be applied to a large
number of brands across product lines, and is most
effective for consumer goods. When employing guerrilla
marketing techniques, organisations need to ensure that
the approach is 360 degree one, as will be highlighted in
the Coca-Cola examples to follow.

Delta Beverages, the local brand custodian of Coca-Cola,
has been successful in ensuring that the product, price,
place, promotion, people, and physical evidence are all
taken into consideration when applying guerrilla marketing
tactics to the brands. Guerrilla marketing encompasses
outdoor, indoor, event and experiential marketing tactics.

Coca-Cola Company has successfully remained innovative
while maintaining simple principles, both key aspects of
guerrilla marketing initiatives.

Outdoor Guerrilla Marketing

Outdoor campaigns have been used by Coca-Cola
internationally in train stations, airports, park benches, bus
shelters, buses, trains, bus stops, and other outdoor
“public spaces”. Outdoor guerrilla marketing is effective in
that consumers get to interact with the brand as they go
about their day to day activities. Outdoor guerrilla
marketing tactics need to remain fresh, fun, impactful yet
simple.

In Zimbabwe, Delta Beverages has done well to brand
local public spaces and sponsor signage and branding for
bars, bottle stores, and entertainment areas which carry

their products. When one is driving along Zimbabwe’s
highways, oftentimes stop overs, and growth point general
dealers, bars and restaurants will carry the Coca-Cola, Castle
Larger, Zambezi Beer, Golden Pilsner and the Chibuku
opaque beer signage branding.

Indoor Guerrilla Marketing

Coca-Cola has contracts for mall advertising in over 25
countries around the world. Through indoor guerrilla
marketing, the Coca-Cola brand is visible on public surfaces
such as indoor wall murals, floor murals, escalator wraps,
movie screens, elevator doors, escalator stairs and rails, in
mall food court tables, and vending machines to mention a
few. By doing this Coca-Cola ensure that the majority of the
mall advertising sites carry their brand and this ensures that
competitor brands are “drowned in a sea of Coke”.

This is an effective strategy as competitor brands are no
longer a part of the mall visitors’ experience. By being visually

everywhere in the building, Coca-Cola encourages purchase
of their products at various touch points including combo
deals with fast food and entertainment retailers. The
likelihood of a consumer buckling under the “pressure” of
seeing the brand is much higher when it is visible throughout
the mall and entertainment facilities.

When one is at the Robert Mugabe International Airport, the
brand they will see is the Econet brand, from the billboards in
the jet bridge as one disembarks the plane, to branding
around the carousels while waiting for luggage, and Econet
branded luggage trolleys. What this does is encourage
purchase of Econet sim cards for visitors and returning
residents to Zimbabwe. Through effective guerrilla marketing,
Econet has realised the highest subscriber base in the country,
increased revenue generation, unmatched product uptake,
and top of mind positioning in the mobile network markets.

Experiential Guerrilla Marketing

An example of experiential guerrilla marketing employed by
Coca-Cola was its “Share a Coke campaign” launched in 2016
where consumers could have their names printed onto their

By Varayidzo Dube
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Varayidzo Michelle Dube is the
Marketing, Public Relations and Tenant
Coordinator for Joina City since 2013

Coca-Cola cans while they waited, and they could also pick
out a can with their names in retail outlets. This campaign
created a global phenomenon where adults and children
alike connected with the brand and felt special because
they could consume a drink which carried their very own
name, something no other brand had done, or has done
since.

In 2014, Coca-Cola personalised over two million diet coke
bottle designs in an effort to highlight to their consumers
that each consumer was unique and one a kind. A brand
that evokes emotions that make people feel good, unique,
special and valued is a brand that is able to stand the test
of time as Coca-Cola has managed to realise for over 128
years.

Delta Beverages offered the exact same facility to
Zimbabwean consumers, and it was an exciting time when
Shona, Ndebele and other names of local origin were
visible in all major retail, fast food, and supermarket
fridges.

Event Guerrilla Marketing

The Coca-Cola Company strategy continues to be one
targeting events which are for the mass market, and evoke
various emotions when the events are taking place. Coca-
Cola has sponsored the Olympic Games, NASCAR and
American Idols for years and this has built the brand in that
such sponsorships ensure that Coca-Cola remains top of
mind during and after the events have taken place. As a
brand, Coca-Cola has offered something more than its
competitors through selling “happiness” in a bottle. When
a brand sponsors events of such magnitude, the benefits
are plenty and competitors have very little room to be
visible making the sponsor’s market share, advertising
coverage and visibility unparalleled.

Locally, Delta Beverages has hosted excited musical shows
under the Castle Larger brand. The shows which are held in
open stadiums and sports clubs are well organised and those
who drink beer buy it at a heavily discounted draft price. With
ample catering, clean ablution facilities, and secure parking,
these are open to families and groups across age and social
status.

Through event guerrilla marketing, Delta has managed to
build a reputation for hosting successful events, and through
effective marketing, the masses look forward to the next
installment of these annual events.

To succeed in Guerrilla Marketing one should endeavour to:

1. Not overthink the idea or strategy. The silliest ideas are
usually the most impactful.

2. Remember that the tactics can be applied to for and not for
profit campaigns.

3. Being sensitive or sentimental in a campaign is not a bad
thing.

4. Remember successful campaigns need not be expensive,
mostly creative.

5. Ensure the campaign encompasses as many aspects of the
marketing mix, ideally all of them.

GUERILLA MARKETING - How Coca-Cola Has Stayed Well Ahead
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GUERILLA MARKETING

GRAB YOUR
OPPORTUNITY
By Mellany Mariri
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Every morning, it is part of my ritual to play music off
YouTube. Depending on mood, I can select soft worship
music or at times old school classics and so on. After a
song or two, you get an advert, but it’s not the usual typical
ad, I actually continue dancing and humming along until
my brain registers who is this artist? I laugh and carry on.

In my travels, especially in Europe, I have been in malls
where you simply look at something twice and realise an
element of optical illusion that makes you laugh after you
realise it is an advert.

More and more as advertisers battle to break through the
ad clutter, they are forced to use what we call guerrilla
marketing. Ideally it is cheaper and supposed to deliver
high impact results on the set key measures.

Serious creativity is required when it comes to guerrilla
marketing because you can easily lose your target
audience altogether and fail dismally. So, when choosing
this route, be clear with your intended objectives and
expected results. Put more focus on the creative execution
rather than campaign amount.

In launching a new service that requires mass marketing,
you can use flash mobs. I have used this when you want to
engage with crowds and also allow for a spill over in social
media as people talk about what is happening. The flash
mob concept involved surprise dancers from the crowd
plus a helicopter landing in a community where that is a

first. It was cheaper than shooting a commercial and grabbed
the needed attention and publicity.

Just recently, a mobile operator introduced an augmented
reality game for customers – that is advanced guerrilla
marketing at its best. As customers play and have fun, they
are exposed to brand images in logos and also partner prizes.
Who does not want a free game?

One way to measure the success of your guerrilla marketing
is the buzz it generates online and offline. Word of mouth is
excellent with ads that are engaging and make people tell
each other or invite each other to the same experience. What
could a free coffee in the middle of town on a chilly day do for
your coffee brand? This reminds me of a bank that had free
water or juice – orange crush to be precise – for its guests in
the banking hall. Due to tough times prevailing, pictures and

description of the table started to go round social,
“X bank has free juice, just walk in and pretend to
wait for someone”. That was not the intention, but
it made waves. Maybe the bank could have

expanded on it and profiled all clips of ‘fake’ customers rolling
their stealthy eyes for a free juice and quickly popping out
from where they came from.

There are several creative ways of implementing guerrilla
marketing. My advice is make it exciting, memorable and high
impact first time. Choose how and where carefully, depending
on your target audience.

In 2010 in New York, UNICEF ran a simple tap project
campaign that raised donations for clean water. They set up a
vending machine that had dirty water bottles and the flavours
provided common dirty water diseases such as dysentery,
cholera, typhoid and many others. UNICEF used this as a way
of informing people about the plight of children in need of
clean water and many people donated towards clean water.
The method was cool, different and attention grabbing. Who
sells dirty water?!

Last but not least, ensure that you are within city council
regulations and have permissions for whatever type of
guerrilla marketing you intend to implement. Crossing the by-
laws can cost you or kill the intended thrill of your campaign.
For example in a mall, get the permission from mall
management before setting up a flash mob and sound system
in there. Free beers on a sunny day in the centre of town can
be a fabulous idea, but get a permit and ensure the right age
only grabs a pint or you may face fines and lawsuits. All the
best in your campaigns for 2020.

Mellany is a social entrepreneur with a passion of driving
economic growth in Africa through empowerment of
women. She coaches, mentors and also blogs on

pertinent progressive business topics. She is a Marketing
Director in a leading telco in Kenya and a former General

Manager Marketing for Econet Wireless



GUERILLA MARKETING

Guerilla marketing may be referred to as the non-
conventional kind of marketing. It is the type of marketing
that seeks to meet the customer where they are, with the
view to convince them to buy the product or service that is
on offer. It is as the old army practice goes, a system where
u dress to suit your environment so that you can best
survive in that environment. In the army they would wear
the camouflage to blend with the environment and that
would give them the competitive edge of conquering the
unsuspecting enemy.

When one looks at Zimbabwe in particular and the world at
large, there is a growing need for the guerrilla type of
marketing in order to hook the customers and achieve
sales. When one does a scanning of the environment, it is
easy to tell that the prevailing economic variables at play
do not allow for the soft, traditional marketing. It is time for
all product and service provision to rise up and fit in the
category called needs so that they can warrant purchasing.

We have eliminated luxuries and we have slid into
answering to needs. This is a call for be-spoke marketing
that is target specific, the kind that will reach the customers
where they are without moving them out of their comfort
zones. What this entails is various approaches for various
products and services. Some of the guerrilla marketing
approaches we have observed that are achieving success
for a number of organisations are outlined in following text.

This is where organisations identify a need and craft a
product to meet that specific need. The marketing then
follows suit to accentuate the answer they are providing to
that need. After observing that there is a high prevalence
of deaths of Zimbabweans in the diaspora due to various

causes, the organisations that offer funeral plans decided to
answer to this need. It was clear in their findings that the local
Zimbabweans who are already burdened by the economic
woes were not in a position to handle the repatriation costs
that come with such deaths so their primary target market
became the diasporans.

For example, Zimnat is offering their “ kwedu ngekhaya
plan” where individual abroad can be covered as well as
their local relatives. They are marketing it on radio, it is
attractively packaged and positioned in such a way that

the customer will sign up without hesitation.

Nyaradzo and Doves also have their own unique offerings that
they are marketing actively in the markets where they have set
up offices. Ecosure has stepped up on the local market with
disruptive marketing that goes directly onto one’s handheld
device and the customer can sign up instantly and be
covered.

In a market where the cost of living is high, most people are
operating in survival mode that means attending only to the
necessary and not taking a second look at products or
services that are considered to be in the luxury category. Not
only are people concentrating on the bare basics, they are
purchasing the items in the smallest of quantities with the
view to stretching that available dollar whose value is being
eroded daily.

It is a game of size versus available money in a squeezed
pocket, which should cater for all household needs. What we
have seen is the comfort that that comes with having
purchased a product, even if it is a small size. What follows is
the economical use of the product so that its presence in the
household can be stretched. For example, that one tube of

THE QUEST FOR BUSINESS
SURVIVAL IN ZIMBABWE
By Pamela Gwanzura
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4. Trending Social media marketing

Zimbabwe’s internet penetration increased by 13.7% in the
last year alone, resulting in 62.9% of the population now
being online. What does it mean for traditional marketers and
sales professionals? It calls for nothing less than the disruptive
guerrilla type of marketing that pushes the envelope and
stops at nothing. Not only is it cheaper to engage and capture
segmented audiences on social media, it is a growing trend in
terms of effective marketing.

We have seen several corporates identifying trends and then
intertwining their product messaging with that trend. The
results are heightened awareness of the advert because of the
chosen trend and comical attachment to the advert which
makes it more memorable and impactful.

For example, the Cassava Smart Tech Sasai advert which
rode on the Passion Java trend and had the wording,

“Usatsotsonyerwe mari yako ne Whats app bundle, Get
Sasai at half the price of the whats app bundle,

Usabvume kupusiswa.

5. Events oriented marketing heightening awareness of a
product or service.

It is the disruptive guerrilla approach where an organisation
rides on an event to attract new prospects and to expose
brands and their key attributes. We saw a number of
corporates riding Valentine wave to sell their products. For
example, La Farge had the following text on their print and
social media advert, ‘wishing you love as strong as our
cement”. The emphasis was on the strength of their cement
as a selling point.

National Foods also had an interesting one which highlighted
that, ‘spoil your loved ones this Valentine, chocolates and
roses are old fashioned, it displayed a visual of a 10kg Roller
meal as the Valentine gift. Several other corporates rode on
the Valentine event to send out a message about their
brands.

6. Back to back/ in your face competitor advertising

This type of guerrilla marketing is a definite disruptor and
commonly referred to as ‘SAVAGE “marketing .This is
approach is a direct attack on a specific competitor without
any attempt to conceal that that is who the advert is attacking.
This is a growing phenomenon globally as it is highly
disruptive and often receives immediate action and
responses. The result is that it is seen as yielding tangible
value and mileage for the advert being flighted. For example
the Pepsi advert where a young boy climbs on two coca cola
cans in order to reach the Pepsi can.

Guerrilla marketing is the only way to go in a world where
economic variables are unstable and unpredictable. It is
important to ensure that brands continue to evolve with the
times, with the trends, with the market needs and with the
approaches that connect with and hook the customer
resulting in profitability.

toothpaste will be stretched until one’s fingers become
painful from squeezing it in its last days. That cooking will
be just two tablespoons instead of it being a quarter cup.
The same applies to all other categories such as cordials,
washing powders and detergents. One has to fit many
things on the amount they have available including the
transport, basics for the house, basics for the children,
school fees, to mention just a few of the non- negotiables.
So the marketing must emphasise the varied smaller sizes
that are available so as to make it reachable to the end
users.( Designer Please show a visual of a consumer
who is tightly squeezed by demands from all angles.)

3. Value add marketing

We are in atmosphere where organisations need to be
seen as empathising with the customers. They must be
seen as going all out to not only meet the customer’s
needs, but exceeding those by offering points of comfort
and value that leave the consumer feeling like ‘this
organisation is really aware that things are tough for me, so
they are giving me more value for what I am sacrificing to
buy.

Little additives that complement the product or service go
a long way in making the customer feel they have been
thought of or that their business is valued. For example
there was a time when a bread company would attach a
sachet of margarine to the loaf as a way of rewarding the
consumers and also demonstrating that the two go hand in
hand. This of course entails back end deals and
partnerships between organisations whose products
complement one another.
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Pamela Gwanzura is a communication
specialist and seasoned marketer. She can
be contacted on pgwanzura@gmail.com
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EXECUTIVE PROFILE

ANGELA MPALA
MARKETER
OF THE YEAR
Angela Mpala, the Marketing and Public Relations
Director for insurance firm, ZIMNAT, scooped the 2019
Top Marketer of the Year at the Marketers Association
of Zimbabwe Exceptional Marketing Awards held in
Bulawayo last November.

She shares the story of her journey to the top with us:

We know you as an award-winning top marketing
executive. How did you get there, take us through your
journey?

I’m a wife, mother and career woman. I have been married
for nine years this year to my better half, Njabulo, and
together we have a 5-year-old son, Mason. I enjoy reading
novels and quiet reflection. I’m a go getter who sets big
hairy goals in both my private and personal life and always
push myself to achieve them.

I come from humble beginnings. I started off at Robert
Tredgold Primary School in Bulawayo, went on to Victoria
Primary School in Masvingo and finished my primary
education at Baines Junior in Bulawayo. I went to Mzilikazi
High school for my Form 1 to 4 and to Northlea High
School for my A’ Levels. After that, I went on to NUST to
study for a Bachelor of Commerce in Marketing from 2005
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My personal motto is, “I can do all things through Christ who
strengthens me”. It makes me believe I’m capable of
anything. If anyone has done it before, why not me?

The ZIMNAT advert along Borrowdale Road was the talk
of the country last year. As the marketing head, how did
you and your team come up with such a creative advert
and how did you feel about it when it made headlines?

We purposefully set out to do an execution that would stand
out. We worked with our agency and tried various options.
The brief was something extraordinary that hadn’t been done
before, and I think we achieved that.

What can we expect from you and ZIMNAT in the short to
medium term?

ZIMNAT is a growing business. Our key focus will be on
innovation and making our clients’ lives better. Watch out for
more exciting executions and innovations.

What advice would you give to young marketers just
starting off in the profession?

Believe in yourself. Think big, and just do it!

Did you have anyone you looked up to, a role model in the
profession?

My biggest role model is my mum. She died young, but she
was already a high-flying executive. She showed me that age
shouldn’t be a limiting factor to success

How have you managed to stay afloat in the insurance
industry during these harsh economic times?

For me, understanding the consumer and what they need is
the key to survival in any industry. Once you have intimate
knowledge of that they want, you are better able to serve
their needs. The economic situation is tough for everyone,
not just ZIMNAT and the key is adapting. Good customer
service will usually see you through any challenge as a
business.

What’s your secret for success?

I push myself to do at least one thing everyday towards my
goal. It may be small, but it makes a difference. Everyday is an
opportunity to do better.

through 2009. I later did my Masters degree with the
University of Zimbabwe. In between, I have done a number
of professional courses with both local and international
universities.

I started off my professional career as a graduate trainee at
Olivine. I was there for six months before I got a job at
Econet Wireless in the same role. When I completed my
graduate traineeship, I was taken on by Econet as an
assistant brand manager for Econet Broadband. Eight
months later, I was promoted to brand manager. I was the
brand manager for two years and then moved to National
Foods as the senior brand manager. Within two years, I was
promoted to marketing executive in charge of marketing. I
then moved to ZIMNAT as the group marketing executive
two years ago. Currently, I’m the Marketing and Public
Relations Director with ZIMNAT.

My career progression has been quite swift due the
fact that I focus on deliverables that can be measured.
Its key for marketers to be able to quantitatively show
the impact of their work to be taken seriously by the

business.

Was marketing always your first choice, why did you
choose it?

I would say that marketing chose me. I was thinking of
career choices and my sister who was studying at NUST
urged me to take up marketing. So I applied to NUST and
got in to the programme. It grew on me and I enjoyed
getting to know consumer behaviour and how much
influence brands can have over people.

What is your career highlight?

I have two career highlights that stand out for me. The first
one is being chosen as Marketer of the Year. I am most
proud of that achievement because it means my work is
making an impact and is being recognised within and
outside my field. My second career highlight also
happened almost concurrently with the first. This is being
made marketing director. For me it says I have reached the
pinnacle of my functional role. For my next role, I am now
actively looking beyond marketing and leading the entire
business.

What does this award mean to you?

It’s a big deal for me. It shows me what hard work and
support can do. Firstly, support from my family and my
organisation for allowing me to spread my wings and be
the person I have always wanted to be. It’s confirmation
that hard work pays off.

What did you do differently last year that made you
win this prestigious award?

Every year, I begin by setting goals for myself and my team.
We began the year with an objective to achieve the
greatest recognition in the marketing field in this country.
Everything we did we asked ourselves if it was award
winning? If the answer was no, we went back to the
drawing board. We were not okay with just good, but
walked the path to differentiate ourselves and stand out.

What motivates you in life to do great things?

EXECUTIVE PROFILE - Marketer of the Year
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S MONTH

The McKinsey Global Institute released a new report tracking
progress on gender equality in Africa. The 2019 report, “The
power of parity: Advancing women’s equality in Africa
highlights that Africa could add $316 billion or 10 percent to
GDP in the period to 2025 if each country makes advances in
women’s equality. At the current rate of progress, Africa could
take more than 140 years to achieve gender parity.

Pockets of good news do exist.

But they tend to be success stories for women at the top of
the pyramid, but not for millions of ordinary African women.

While progress has been made at the top level of some firms
– the most recent, Larfage-Holcim Zimbabwe.
Congratulations Precious Murena-Nyika. Women are less well
represented in middle management and formal sector jobs
more broadly.

Today’s women leaders have succeeded, it seems, largely
through a combination of opportunity and drive rather than
through a coordinated corporate effort to promote gender
diversity. It seems organizations do not always understand the

The month of March is Women’s month. A full month
dedicated to honour women’s achievements. Alas, not
many women know of it, if at all they do, there is not
much to acclaim.

It may seem strange to be still talking about gender
equality in this day in age, worse in a Marketing magazine.

So does Gender Equality really belong here?

Well, YES, this is certainly where it belongs. Gender
inequality continues to permeate every sphere of life, the
upper echelons of the corporate world included. Under-
representation is rife, the old guard still exist and the turgid
treatment of women continues, old boys’ networks persist,
and a pay gap emerges as a result. It’s just one
manifestation of a social order in which women are
marginalised.

Even though it is less obvious than it was in the past. It has
simply gone underground. This is because it is no longer
politically correct to be seen to discriminate against
women.

GENDER DIVERSITY IS A
SMART BUSINESS STRATEGY

Z I M M A R K E T E R _ M A Z O F F I C I A L M A G A Z I N E

By Angela Machonesa



coercion. Gender harassment involves negative treatment of
women that is not necessarily sexual, but may include things
like a supervisor or co-worker making sexist remarks, telling
inappropriate stories, or displaying sexist material. Unwanted
sexual attention includes co-worker or supervisor behaviour
such as staring, leering, ogling, or unwanted touching. Sexual
coercion includes bribing or pressuring women to engage in
sexual behaviour.

“Sexual harassment is happening everyday,” Odiline told me.
“Young women and girls on attachment are falling prey,
sleeping with bosses to safeguard a possible return as
permanent employee once the attachment ends.”

New variables – climate change and effects on women in
the workforce

Zimbabwe is among countries in the frontline of effects of
climate change. Bearing the brunt, and yet often ignored and
further discriminated, are women who make the majority of
agribusiness labour force. As women remain confined to the
care economy, opportunities for them to diversify their roles
within the economy have remained limited - leading to their
exclusion from the benefits of national economic strategies.

Further with austerity measures as a key solution to the
economic free fall, strict restrictions on social expenditure are
further marginalising women at all levels. Reduced incomes
mean women, as providers for the household, have to exert
extra effort to sustain the family. Some coping mechanisms
are quite negative including transactional sex. Higher prices,
especially those of food and essential services, compound
their tasks. Reduced availability of health services - and the
consequent impact on nutrition - impacts most on women
and their children.

Employers in the job market must be aware of these dynamics
and respond with appropriate subsidies and cushions.

obstacles women face. “Gender equality is simply a notion
that business pretend to subscribe to on paper only, it’s not
reflected in the organisational policy around recruitment
and talent management to ensure inclusive gender
participation in corporate decision making.

However, you only see companies coming up more during
anniversaries of key gender days related to women
showcasing their few female executives or managers yet
the ratio is dominated by men” says senior executive Mr.
Tichaona Gandanhamo.

Women continue to face three big obstacles in taking on
senior leadership roles in African organizations: Gender
issues are not taken seriously enough; the barriers women
face in the workplace are poorly understood and programs
to redress the gender balance do not tackle the right
issues.

Numbers do not equal influence

Although the number of women in leadership positions
may have risen, women do not necessarily have greater
power. In the private sector, more than half of senior
women occupy staff roles rather than the line roles from
which promotion to CEO typically comes.

Of course, companies can attain relatively high levels of
women in senior roles despite leakage if they recruit large
numbers of women at more junior levels. Ultimately,
therefore, more equal representation throughout the
pipeline has to be the goal if companies are to benefit fully
from female leadership.

In the public sector, approximately half of women cabinet
ministers hold social welfare portfolios, with arguably
limited political influence, that do not open doors to top
leadership roles. Indeed, the increase in women’s share of
cabinet roles appears to come more from the creation of
new social welfare portfolios than from any real
redistribution of power.

In her journey in the corporate space, seasoned marketer
Odiline Kava said, “The big boys syndrome will always be
there, as long as shareholding of these big firms or politics
remain in the hands of men, it will take time to for women
to rise to board levels. Secondly within the working
environment, most men carry their ‘man of the house’ titles
to the office while some women tag in with the subservient
behaviour - bending knees and acting small. We need to
do more as women, sometimes we have failed ourselves
and men are taking advantage.”

Some women limit their own prospects, being reluctant to
take risks, networking with colleagues, and advocating for
their own advancement. One interviewee said that she
regretted “not coming out of my shell earlier in my career”
and another said the lack of confidence was women’s
biggest barrier.

#MeToo is still necessary.

It’s been nearly two years since the #MeToo movement took
on wide momentum, and some big questions remain: What
has changed in the workplace?

Let us look at sexual harassment along three dimensions:
gender harassment, unwanted sexual attention, and sexual

GENDER DIVERSITY IS A SMART BUSINESS STRATEGY
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that intern with us we offer specialist courses to further
empower them.

We have an active running sexual harassment policy. We
do not pull it out when an incident happens. It is engrained
in our culture. Our policy starts with the ‘self’ –
acknowledging that each one is a brand.

Equal opportunities and providing space for women to
venture into previously male dominated spaces is one of
our priorities – we now boast of a great number of women
with Class 1 licenses driving our coaches and hearses. Even
our clients have tremendous respect and praises for our
female drivers.

With one of the biggest fleet in the transport sector in
Zimbabwe, we cannot rely on men alone in our workshops.
We have women there too firmly holding spanners fixing
our vehicles.

Across many branches in the country, 8 of them are ably
headed by women and we are still adding.

We have women at executive and managerial levels and
our pipeline starts at recruitment where we ensure we are
getting more females in the group.

Nyaradzo is expanding in the region, it will not be a
surprise if such growth is anchored by women. We are
deliberately moulding women to represent, serve and
lead. That is the future we are building the future that is
sustainable.

Angela Machonesa is the Regional Head of Influencing
and Strategic Communications for Plan International.
Middle East, Eastern and Southern Africa. Angela
Machonesa is a champion for adolescent girls and

young women driving an ambitious social
transformation and policy agenda for their rights and
gender equality. She is building impact and influence

across Africa and beyond through a combined
advocacy, campaigns, communications and

partnerships approach that generates greater
investment for girls.

What should companies and managers be doing now?

On the most basic level, we need to continue to highlight
the importance of preventing sexual harassment. Within
organizations, human resource departments need to
maintain this as a priority, by offering bystander intervention
training, having clear zero-tolerance policies on sexual
harassment, and responding dutifully to complaints.

Four conscious actions will go a long way towards
deliberately redressing the gender balance:

Make gender diversity a top board and CEO priority.
Anchor gender diversity strategies in a compelling
business case.
Confront limiting attitudes toward women in the
workplace.
Involve men in the gender diversity conversation
Implement a fact-based gender diversity strategy.
Strength in ethics and fairness.

On average, women score more highly than men do on
complex moral reasoning tests, suggesting they are more
likely to make consistently fair decisions when competing
interests are at stake. So why not employ them and line
them up for promotion?

To be fair, there are lots of enlightened organizations out
there that espouse equality and walk the talk. They see the
nonsense of women being considered less equal than
men. They offer equal opportunity to everyone, regardless
of gender. They reward the best performers based on
performance and merit. They don’t care if the employee is
male or female, a mother or a father.

The best people rise to the top of these organizations.
Kuda Chanakira the Human Resources Executive at
Nyaradzo group provided a detailed scope of their
diversity policy and practices.

At Nyaradzo, we deliberately make sure that women
especially young women have a chance to lead

At the board level we have an equal representation of men
and women

At internship level our female: male ratio is 60:40. Of all

GENDER DIVERSITY IS A SMART BUSINESS STRATEGY
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Walking the talking: Gender diversity is
normal at Nyaradzo Life Assurance Company



support needs to come from both men and women alike
however it starts with us women, we need to support each
other and show our male counterparts how we want to be
supported. It is common to hear women talk about how
poorly they are being treated by men, but what about how
women at work treat other women? Women speak of wanting
equal pay, equal treatment, and so on. Yet, if we really want
to achieve equal status to our male counterparts as women,
then it needs to begin with us; Women need to support
women. As the saying goes: there is a special place in heaven
for women who support each other.

IWD celebrations present a rallying point to build support for
women's rights and participation in the different sectors of the
economy. The WoBZ presents the case for gender diversity in
leadership across organizations in Zimbabwe by directly
empowering women and by bringing a gender perspective to
all boards, this ensures a more equitable, sustainable future
for all. 2020- 2030 has been declared a decade of action and
as such the IoDZ through its WoBZ initiative has joined the
conversation and will continue to actively celebrate women's
achievements, raise awareness against bias and take action
for boardroom equality. Collective action and shared
responsibility for driving a gender equal world is crucial to
accelerating sustainable development.

In the spirit of a balanced world, put your arms out front and
strike the #EachforEqual pose in support of challenging
stereotypes, fighting bias, broadening perceptions,
improving situations and celebrating other women's
achievements.

Individually we are notes, together we are a symphony.

I always say a woman alone has power; collectively we have
impact. Traditionally we have been taught to be
competitive with one another, because there was such a
scarcity of jobs at the top. It is so clear that this strategy
does not work. The truth is that raising each other up and
channeling the power of collaboration is truly how we will
change the equation. Now that so many more women are
entering the workplace, we are finding our voice. We are
also building circles of trust with one another because we
may be experiencing similar hurdles, and have each other’s
backs.

We need to reverse the stereotype that women do not
support other women. There is research that shows women
in particular benefit from collaboration over competition.
This year the Women on Boards Zimbabwe (WoBZ), a
brainchild of the Institute of Directors Zimbabwe (IoDZ),
joins the rest of the world in observance of the
International Women’s Day (IWD) celebrations running
under the theme Each for Equal. The theme is a call to
action for women to support each other. Gloria Steinem,
world-renowned feminist, journalist and activist once
explained "The story of women's struggle for equality
belongs to no single feminist nor to any one organization
but to the collective efforts of all who care about human
rights."

I always say that the sum of the parts is greater than the
individuals, the theme #EachforEqual calls for collective
action. We are all parts of a whole. Our individual actions,
conversations, behaviours and mindsets can have an
impact on our larger society and economy. Collectively, we
can make change happen. Collectively, we can each help
to create a gender equal world. We can all choose to be
#EachforEqual. Collective individualism is not a women's
issue, it is a business issue. It is about an organisation
being okay with an individual succeeding. It is about going
beyond simply reconciling individualism and actually
harnessing it for collective growth.

The heart of the women's movement was and is about
supporting women to achieve positive results- and that

Cynthia Tapera is the current
Chairperson of the Marketing and
Membership Committee of the
Institute of Directors Zimbabwe.
British Council MEx Member. Young
African Leadership Initiative (YALI)
Network Mmember

AN EQUAL
WORLD
IS AN
ENABLED
WORLD
By Cynthia Tapera
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Carol Dyirakumunda - Marketing
& Business Development,

Sovereign Health

Evangelista Chekera - Founder
& Lead Innovator at Passion

Poultry

Terrie Katsande - Marketing
Officer - National Social Security

Authority

Acquiline Mazhawidza -
Superbrand and Key Account

Executive - MAZ

Linda M Manyau - Client Liason
and Sales Executive at Freight

World

Akulina Mudzamiri - Sales and
Marketing Manager - Datlabs

Pvt Ltd

Rumbidzai Nyika - Marketing
Executive - Dandemutande

Investments

Dairess Kanyore - Merchant
Services Officer –Zuva Petroleum

Farayi Mangwende - Group
Marketing and Strategy Executive

First Mutual Holdings Limited

Catherine Chiwereza - Head of
Electronics, Peace Security

Company

Esther Toto – ZB Corporate
Communications Manager

Flora Ngwenya - Consumer
Services Officer, Zimbabwe
Energy Regulatory Authority

Chengetai Muchakati-Mujakachi
Marketing Manager - Zuva

Petroleum

Doreen T. Dzamatira - Marketing
& Corporate Communications

Officer, ZITF Company

Dr Eve Gadzikwa – Director
General - Standards Association

of Zimbabwe

Gladys Mubaiwa - Marketing
Officer at ZB Bank

Annie Bake - CEO & Co-founder
Athena Management Consultants

Dr Fungai Mtisi - Managing
Director - Image Xchange

Grooming Chambers

Anne Cinginkosi Nyakunu –
Corporate Communications

Manager –Securities and
Exchange Control of Zimbabwe

Constance Makoni - Marketing &
Public Relations Officer- National

Social Security Authority

Enia Zimunya - Head Marketing
and Operations Manager,

Marketers Association of Zimbabwe

Fadzai Chimanda - Customer
Service Assistant - Pick N Pay,

Westgate

Jackie Jangira - Public Relations
& Communication Officer at First

Mutual Holdings Limited

Annie Mabutho - Website
Officer, FBC Bank Limited

Dr Eldrette Shereni - Executive
Director Marketing

Communications - NetOne

Esther Massundah - Public Affairs
Manager, National Blood Service

Zimbabwe

Fadzai Madanire - Assistant
Branch Manager - Powerspeed

Electrical (Electrosales)

Karen Gondo - Managing
Director Image Magic Corporate

Lucia Mandisodza - Head of
Marketing at Cairns Foods

Limited

Lucia Urayai - Assistant Sales and
Marketing Manager at Askeland

Media

Chiedzo Kanjanda - Customer
Relationship Management,
Business development and

content marketing strategist, Avis.

Grace Chimedza - Marketing
Communication Assistant -

Nyaradzo

Dedrey Mutimutema - MAZ Vice
President and Head of PR and

Communication, Nedbank

Eunice Ganyawu - Magwali –
Managing Director Nestle

Zimbabwe

Priscilla Dhliwayo Regional
Coordinator - Marketers
Association of Zimbabwe

Keresiya Chifambi - Private
Banking Manager - People's Own

Savings Bank
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Precious Nyika - Chief Executive
Officer - Lafarge Zimbabwe

Shingirai Mazambani – Marketing
Manager- Zimnat

Sibongikosi Muteyiwa – Head
Marketing & International Affairs

at POTRAZ

Patience Ushewokunze -
Marketing Co-ordinator -Toyota

Zimbabwe

Ratidzo Mutero - Marketing
Manager Orel Media

Makie Mbanje - Marketing
Manager - Showmasters

Nancy Chinyanga - Marketing
Officer at FBC Holdings Limited

Patience Mapolisa - Managing
Director – Brand Motiv360

Roseline Chisveto - Managing
Director - Turnall

Rutendo Mutenha - Digital
Marketing Executive - Askeland

Media

Sharon Munakiri - Marketing &
Sales Manager - Trading Arena

Ruth Ncube - Managing
Director - First Mutual Life

Assurance Company

Sylvia Mambohatumwi -
Marketing Executive at Frolgate

Technology Group

Sonia Mutumba - Training
Coordinator, MAZ

Marjorie Munyonga - Corporate
Communications and Marketing

Manager - ZINWA

Nontobeko Khumalo - Account
Executive at Steward bank

Norah Zaranyika - Public Affairs
Officer at POTRAZ

Priscilla Matara - Marketing and
Corporate Communications

Admin - Nyaradzo

Patricia Mutunha - Customer
Experience Manager

NicozDiamond Insurance

Mazvita Msonza - Brand Manager
- Punch Bowl Quality Products

Mellany Mariri - Former
Marketing Manager - Econet

Wireless

Millicent Banda - General
Manager - Alliance Health

Melody Mashonga - Events and
Customer Service Manager -

MAZ

Odiline Kava - Managing Consultant
of Vakoma Business World

Patricia Murambinda - Corporate
Affairs Executive at Delta

Corporation Limited

Talent Kadzima - Mike Harris
Toyota - Group Marketing Officer

Tesa Chikaponya - Executive
Director for the National

Convention Bureau

Theodora Kadzinga - Marketing
Manager at National Foods

Limited Zimbabwe

Theodora Mangwiza - Marketing
and Creativity Manager at

Steward Bank

Trish Munakiri - Marketing and
PR Officer for Chicken Slice

Distributors

Tsungai Manyeza - Corporate
Communications Manager -

Lafarge

Unaiswi Nyikadzino - Marketing
& Public Affairs Director at

Schweppes Zimbabwe Limited

Yeukai Mugabe - Marketing and
Branding Specialist (PSMI)

Pamela Gwanzura - Chief
Executive Officer of the

Zimbabwe Advertising Research
Foundation (ZARF).

Vee Chibanda - Coca-Cola and
Central Africa Programmes

Manager

Stella Nkomo - Marketing and
Public Relations Manager -

Zimbabwe International Trade Fair
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TECHNOLOGY - MARKETING ANAYTICS

MEASURING THE
SUCCESS OF
CAMPAIGNS
In many organisations in Zimbabwe and beyond,
marketing is treated as a cost centre and its value in the
business is not really appreciated. One of the reasons is the
absence of a measuring instrument for the value and
impact of marketing activities. Marketers spend a lot of
money on promotions whose impact cannot be measured.
As is said, if you can’t measure it then you can’t manage it.

Management thought leader Peter Drucker once said,
“you can't manage what you can't measure.” By this, he
meant that you cannot know whether you are successful or
not unless success is defined, tracked and measured.
Marketing analytics is a way in which you can measure the
success of the marketing department’s efforts in an
organisation.

Marketing analytics is the measuring, managing and
analysis of oganisational marketing performance in order
to help the marketers to be more efficient at their jobs.
Marketing analytics involves the management and study of
metrics data in order to determine the Return On
Investment (ROI) of marketing efforts and to assist in
identifying opportunities for improvement.

There can be no discussion on analytics apart from metrics.
However, it is crucial to note that there is a difference
between the two. Marketing metrics are the data points
themselves and analytics is putting the data in your context
and speaking to and about your brand and market, telling
managers and investors a complete story about how your
marketing efforts are driving revenue.

Why do you need marketing analytics? I never guess. It is
a capital mistake to theorise before one has data.
Insensibly, one begins to twist facts to suit theories, instead
of theories to suit facts, Sherlock Holmes once said.

With various marketing efforts a marketer will mount and
be involved in, you need to be aware which of your efforts
are making a difference and how much of the difference
they are making. You can’t rely on guesswork or gut feeling
to be successful in this era of marketing. Facts and figures
need to support the feasibility of all your efforts and
decisions.

Marketing analytics gives insights on all the actions visitors
take on your digital properties including social media
platforms. It also helps you understand which marketing
activities are bringing in revenue. Some of the areas
marketing analytics will help you include:-

• Helping you see the big picture of marketing trends.

• Assisting you to identify which programmes work for you
and why they work for you.

• Help you monitor your trends and even your competitors’
trends for a given period and over time.

• Understand the Return On Investment of your programmes,
campaigns and all your marketing efforts thoroughly.

• With marketing analytics, you can also be able to forecast
your marketing results.

With all the hype and talk on marketing analytics, there is no
real value in the information you can get from marketing
analytics if you do not act upon the information. The value
comes when you use the information and the insights
constantly learning and testing your processes with the goal
of improving your overall marketing performance. This means
marketing analytics will help you in:

• Identifying channel deficiencies.

• Adjusting strategies and tactics as needed.

• Optimizing processes.

• Gaining customer insight.

Without the ability to test and evaluate the success of your
marketing programmes, you would have no idea what was
working and what wasn’t, when or if things needed to change,
or how. By the same token, if you use marketing analytics to
evaluate success, but you do nothing with that insight, then
what is the point?

With the right use and holistic application of marketing
analytics, businesses will succeed in their marketing efforts as
marketing analytics will enable you to close the loop as it
relates to your marketing efforts and investments. For
example, marketing analytics can lead to better lead
management and nurturing, price optimisation, and better
supply and demand planning all leading to more revenue and
greater profitability. By more effectively managing leads and
being able to tie those leads to sales, you can see which
specific marketing initiatives are contributing to your bottom
line.

Marketing metrics can help your business to evaluate:

Sales Revenue

Cost Per Lead

Customer Lifetime Value

Inbound Marketing ROI

Traffic-to-Lead Ratio (New Contact Rate)

Lead-to-Customer Ratio

Landing Page Conversion Rates

Organic Traffic

Social Media Traffic (and Conversion Rates)

Mobile Traffic, Leads and Conversion Rates

By Grad Zimunya

Grad Zimunya is a digital
marketing and business analytics
trainer, lecturer and consultant.
Email: grad@guradigital.co.zw
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ADVERTISING - THE FUTURE OF MARKETING

Customers move in the moment, but
corporate budgets and processes are
quarterly and annually. That will not match the
pace. It requires not just fundamentally better
systems but also different ways of working to
react and move in real time with the customer,
according to Betsy Holden. The digitisation of
the customer decision journey has made it so
much easier for people to research and buy
different products.

At the same time, that trend has unlocked an
unprecedented degree of insight into what
people really want. Creating those relevant
communications, truly personal connections,
and messages that clearly convey a brand’s
value is what will differentiate excellence in
marketing from the also-rans.

Daniel Newman consents that mobile is going
to become the center of marketing. From
cellphones to smartphones, tablets to
wearable gadgets, the evolution of mobile
devices is one of the prime factors influencing
the marketing world. As the focus is shifting to
smaller screens, brands will be able to strike
up a more personalised relationship with their
customers by leveraging the power of mobile.

Geoffrey James thinks that marketing will be

“In my department recently, we have just
hired a student intern studying IT.” This was
a statement made by a marketing director
who happens to be an MAZ board member
when he visited my office recently, and we
had a wide-ranging discussion. “It’s high
time universities start to seriously consider
reviewing their curriculum as traditional
marketing is easily and quickly losing its
place.”

He proceeded to substantiate the validity of
his reasons for such a move.

This statement really made me to ponder
further on the future of marketing when he
left.

The developments taking place in the
global digital arena particularly in
communications, digital platforms, mobile
platforms, media in general and the impact
that social media has had on interactions
increasingly suggests what worked
yesterday will not work tomorrow.

Internet and artificial intelligence have
predominantly taken over strategic
orientation of business that they have
become part of the day-to-day
conversations at the top table.

THE IMPENDING DEMISE
OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES
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is basically needed is a marketer who is
capable of sitting behind a machine and
deduce all these things at the click of a button.
These platforms are also enabling marketers
to easily and quickly measure ROI as the
analysis of figures such as referrals, sign ups,
likes and purchases are made available.

Checking on the internet, there are shocking
marketing positions that are trending right
now and on very high demand. In fact the
highest paying marketing position requires
one to have big analytical skills. Positions like
Chief Experience Officer, Chief Listening
Officer, Chief Happiness Officer, Digital Brand
Manager, Machine Learning Officer, Digital
Strategist, Social Media Engineer, Mobile
Marketer, Content Librarian, Gesture Writer,
Community Executive, Simplicity Engineer
etc. are quickly emerging and overtaking the
traditional positions we have always been
accustomed to.

The Chief Experience Officer, chief among
their roles, is to ensure that customers have a
positive experience with the brand from the
moment they first discover the product/

Geoffrey James thinks that marketing will be
more reactive and less proactive.
Traditionally, marketing has been seen as a
"proactive" activity where marketing
activities "create" a brand and "create"
demand. That's beginning to turn upside
down now that customers play a far more
visible and powerful role in brands.

Reviewing sites that post buyer
experiences, for example, now play a bigger
a role in defining brand image than any
individual marketing activity. Using social
media, companies can enlist customers and
prospects to help with everything from
defining product requirements to designing
advertising campaigns, he added.

Let me hasten to point out that marketing is
both a science and an art. It is a science in
that we are expected to deduce patterns
that define a specific market through
customer behaviours within data, but also
through more qualitative sources of
information, such as conversations with
prospects, peers, and third parties.
However, it is moving into much more
advanced realms with big data and
neuromarketing. On the other one hand, it
is an art as marketing also creates demand
of a product or makes you want to try a
product or service.

Both perspectives still work and are much
more needed in a marketer in order to be
relevant in the trade. The development of
digitalisation, big data and nueromarketing
noted above seem to dominate the
marketing profession and it would not be
business as usual in 10 years to come. A
much sought-after marketer in a few years
to come is one who will have much strength
on the science side of things as artificial
intelligence would be providing all the
algorithms needed to make a decision.

In fact, decisions such as what time to place
an advert, which media, tastes, spend,
buying patterns, demographics, what
message to develop are all available at the
crunch of the big data that is available. What



Creating successful online customer
relationships means building up hugely
detailed information about them that can be
used to tailor the kinds of messages and offers
you send. It means being able to keep up with
their preferences, and ensuring that you strike
the right balance between tempting them to
make that extra purchases and hitting the
‘unsubscribe’ button.

An advertising agency that will survive in the
next 10 years is one that will own the platform
to implement quickly and timeously its digital
campaign at very minimal costs. This is real
and it’s coming. Speed to adapt is of essence.
Market research companies, the tide is also
pursuing you. With AI, your roles are at also at
stake. If marketers could deduce their
information from the big data, it leaves you
exposed, naked as you will have no role to
play.

I was discussing with my work colleague about
one company he once worked for that used to
sell computers. Fifteen years ago, that used to
be big business and the company was doing
well. Alas, they were overtaken by events of

service to the moment the product or
service ceases to exist. For one to land that
job, one should be able to report and
communicate data through visual
representations of data in dashboards and
possess analytical skills including statistical
analysis skills to interpret, prepare, measure
and report data.

A Digital Brand Manager helps set and
implement the digital vision and strategy for
company brands across all digital channels.
This includes, but is not limited to, growing
brand awareness, overseeing digital
platform development, content creation,
storytelling, social media, personalisation
and more.

According to LinkedIn's data, jobs for
machine learning engineers are growing at
a faster clip than any other job category.
Artificial Intelligence (AI), which marketers
are keen on, is a branch of machine learning
that uses algorithms to glean insights from
continuous streams of data. The job simply
entails creating algorithms and accessing
data pipelines to deliver high impact,
personalised recommendations at scale. In
this regard, it is high time that businesses
start bringing next generation technologies
like IoT, chatbots, AI, Voice of the Customer,
and other programmes as these are the
platform where our target markets exist.

A smart phone is no longer a want but has
suddenly become a need for every global
citizen.

This phenomenon is cutting across all
sections of marketing and the agencies are
not going to be spared. It is high time the
agencies also start adapting their
operations to become champions of digital
platforms for corporates. Jeff Beer agrees
that creative energy will see a shift away
from agencies and towards publishers and
platforms. An increasing number of the
brightest creative minds will abandon
standalone agencies for creative divisions of
media companies and tech companies, and
in turn, these will become the go-to shops
for best-in-class brand services.
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people still wanting to go to a
physical structure called a bank.
If not to seek guidance on some
other issues from my account
manager, I don’t remember the
last time I have gone to the
bank when I can do all my
transactions on my mobile
phone in the comfort of my
home or office.

In Hong Kong, Standard
Chartered Bank has already
applied for a virtual banking
licence and once issued the
bank will be able to offer fully
mobile phone-capable banking
services. “It will be an offering
specifically for the millennials
who want to have a full bank in
their mobile phones, not just for
basic storing and transferring,
but also for savings and,
potentially, lending purposes,”
says Micheal Gorriz, the bank’s
CEO.

Digital is disrupting everything,
from the way people
communicate, the way people
behave and the way people
make decisions. It is therefore
equally important that the
marketer of the future be
constantly in sync with these
developments in order to be
relevant.

Speed is essential, tactics are
becoming much more
pronounced than strategy. How
agile are you to convince your
board that budgets need not
much be long term as things are
changing fast as tactics change
due to the dynamic nature of
the consumers? How palatable
and fluid are you with big data
and AI?

time and they no longer exist.
We agreed that since they
were already in the technology
business, maybe they could
have diversified a bit and also
become agents of mobile
gargets like Samsung, Nokia
and Apple, they surely would
have been in business. It’s
always good to read and
predict the future

In June, I was invited to
present a paper by one
university to Vice Chancellors
and marketing and PR
directors of universities and
Polytechnics in Kadoma on the
topic, ‘Effective Institutional
Branding in the Digital Era’.

One of my major highlights
was that universities should be
the champions of digital
transformation and adoption
as they are the teachers of
these. Researches and papers
on the trends need to come
from such institutions and we
from the corporate world need
to follow suit.

There is need for some
deliberate collusion with the
private sector to amplify the
approach. The world is moving
at a very fast pace and we
cannot remain behind doing
business as usual because
someone wants to be seen as
working by having so many
papers on their desk.

The banking sector is one
sector which is quickly
transforming due to the

dictates of digital
transformation.

I strongly don’t think that in 10
years from now there will be
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For the Top 20 Business to Business Brands, National Foods
came in as a surprise winner. In the past year, National Foods
has come in with a number of new products among them,
Popticorn and instant porridge.

Econet which was overall Superbrand 2018, was on second
position, followed by Delta, Netone, Dairibord, Ecocash, CBZ
Holdings, Old Mutual, Telone, Dendairy, Probrands, Seedco
Zimbabwe, FBC Bank, Cairns, Star FM, First Mutual Health,
Steward Bank, POSB, Cimas and Simbisa Brands in that order.

One critical element that makes Superbrand authentic over a
lot of awards is the fact that the process is consumer driven
where the participating brands are chosen and rated by the
consumers through a nationwide consumer survey.

they want it soon. Original Mazoe is coming back”,
Schweppes Zimbabwe managing director Charles Msipa
said.

However, the company has maintained both the original
Mazoe and the less sugar Mazoe on the shelves, a move
that could have resulted in the consumers warming up to
the former.

Among the Top 20 Business to Consumer winners were
Mazoe, Nyaradzo Funeral Services, Bakers Inn bread,
Proton bread, Chicken Inn, Zimgold Cooking Oil, Coca-
Cola, TM Pick n Pay, Pepsi, Lobels bread, Doves , Dendairy
milk, Red Seal roller meal, Radio Zimbabwe, Probrands
Rice, Steward Bank, Vaseline, Pearlenta and DSTV in that
order.
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We are thrilled to announce that the
Association has made some internal staff
movement of portfolios.

We wish to inform you that Brian Ngona
who was our Membership officer is no
longer part of the MAZ Team. The
portfolio is now being handled by Walter
Machaka and Tawanda Rusike as the
assistant membership officer.

Brian Chikonzo replaces Walter, as the
Sales and Marketing Executive for the
Publications department.

Roselyn Zinjiva, joins the team as a
assistant key account executive.

MAZ STAFF
MOVEMENTS

CONSUMER BRANDS DOMINATE SUPERBRAND 2019



MAZ LUNCHEON

MARKETER'S LUNCHEON 2020:
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK, CONSUMER
PROTECTION ACT TAKE CENTRE STAGE

Mr Gwanyanya said Zimbabwe requires more than 10 percent
of investment to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) ratio if it is to
achieve the Transitional Stabilisation Program (TSP) growth
projections.

He highlighted that as it is the country’s investment to GDP
ratio stands at around six percent reflecting much need for
investment in the country’s economy.

Mr Gwanyanya said coupled with productivity the country was
in dire need of investment to attain the growth projections as
set by the TSP.

“Today Zimbabwe’s investment is around 6 percent of GDP, to
sustain a growth along with TSP growth projections of around
6-7 percent this economy needs to increase its investment to
GDP.

Over 130 Marketers converged at Cresta Lodge for the
Marketers Luncheon held on the 12th of February where
key topics discussed were the 2020 Economic Overview as
well as the Consumer Protection Act.

This event was a platform for networking and for unveiling
the 2020 MAZ Calendar of Events.

Renowned economist and Bullion Group managing
director Mr Persistence Gwanyanya shared his expertise on
the country’s economic standing and expectations in 2020.

At the same event top corporate lawyer and MAZ Board
member Mr Lyndon Nkomo and Client Management
executive Mr Tichaona Gandanhamo unpacked the
consumer Protection Act and outlined its implications to
Marketers.

In his presentation, Mr Gwanyanya stated that economy
was showing signs of re-dollarisation and said that had
effect on revenue collection targets by Treasury.

“The economy is showing signs of re-dollarisation. Our
economy is re-dollarising posing yet another risk to
the growth that the Ministry of Finance is projecting.

The dangers of re-dollarisation is that as we re-
dollarise, it means that the revenue performance that
was projected by Treasury is going to be impacted

negatively.”

“Treasury projects to collect revenue of around $58, 6
billion this year but because as we redollarise the flair of
the 2% intermediated tax is going to be impacted as
people now transact in US dollars,” said Mr Gwanyanya.
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“It does not apply to all products and services, they are
highlighted in the Act. Say for example when I am still in the
process of decision making, I may have signed a facility letter
but I have not drawn down the line, I’m in the process of
decision making and I say I no longer need that facility , there
is room for me to withdraw without penalties.

But for where I would have used the money, it’s as good as
early repayment of the loan,” said Gandanhamo.

Gandanhamo says the new law has an obligation to respect
the customer and there are eight customer rights in the Act.

Gwanyanya weighed in saying consumers did not have the
clout or right to protect themselves in the past and the new
Act empowers them.

Mr Gandanhamo concurred with Gwanyanya saying
previously customers had nowhere to go as the Consumer
council of Zimbabwe was not really protective to the
consumer.

After the presentations and panel discussions, Marketers
Association of Zimbabwe, Marketing and Operations
Manager Mrs Enia Zimunya unveiled the MAZ 2020 Calendar,
highlighting major events and trainings for the year.

“And to sustain the projected growth we need an
investment to GDP ratio of around 10 percent,” he

said.

As such he indicated that, there is no country that grows
without a good investment backbone.

He however highlighted some of the critical areas that
require sprucing up if the country is to attract the much
needed investment especially on the policy front.

To add on to the investment barriers the country last year
went through challenges induced by natural catastrophes
that led to out of budget spending dire electricity outages
curtailing industry’s capacity utilisation.

“…do we expect investment to increase faced with
electricity challenges political impasse and administrative
flaws, all these factors will weigh against the government
growth projections,” he said.

The luncheon also saw experts unpacking the Consumer
Protection Act [Chapter 14:14] which was gazetted as Act
No. 5 of 2019 on Tuesday 10th December 2019. The Act
came into force as law on that date.

Suppliers and consumers of goods and services should be
aware that many provisions of the Act are already
operational – such as the Part spelling out Fundamental
Consumer Rights and the Part applicable to Electronic
Transactions.

The Act also makes provision for enforcement of consumer
rights in addition to recourse to courts of law, both civil and
criminal. These include a Consumer Protection
Commission, Consumer Protection Advocacy Groups,
provision for other consumer protection organisations and
consumer protection officers.

Presenting on the Consumer Protection Act, lawyer, Mr
Nkomo highlighted that the new Act seeks to reinforce
ethical business practise within the country.

“What it does is, it mitigates the risk of exposure to
significant liabilities and therefore it gives your business
the lifeline to continue operating,” said Mr Nkomo.

Mr Gandanhano said the New Act gives consumers the
right to cancel a transaction or reject goods within 7 days
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DIGITAL MARKETING GRADUATES
Mr Dube implored the ZimChartered Marketers to continue
professional development.

“Fellow colleagues, I challenge you as marketers to make a
mark in your organisations, be innovative, bold and strive to
be different. It is only those that make a mark that can live up
to today’s market demands.

As Marketing Practitioners work on influencing the
community towards marketing so that it values marketing
through your acts”, he said

Nelson Mudadi was the best ZimChartered Marketer student
for the year 2020 while Brightwell Manyerenyere from
Dairibord was the best Digital Marketing student.

The Marketers Association of Zimbabwe held its first
graduation ceremony for the year 2020 which saw
graduates from three different programs graduating with
certificates in Digital Marketing, Business Leadership and
ZimChartered Marketer.

The graduation ceremony held at a local hotel on February
28, 2020 saw 141 Digital Marketers, 13 Business
Leadership and 13 ZimChartered Marketers.

MAZ Head of Academics, Mr Godfrey Dube said as the
Association for they took pride in hosting such ceremonies
as they are evidence that they had become a centre for
knowledge as well as career development for marketers
and related professionals.

“Today we have 141 students graduating with a
certificate in Digital Marketing. We launched the

Digital Marketing course in 2016 and we are excited
at the level of uptake it has received from the

marketers and its relevance in the profession,” said Mr
Dube.

He highlighted that the importance of Digital Marketing
cannot be overemphasised.

“The world is going digital and it is imperative for every
marketer to have the latest digital communication and
marketing skills in order to stay relevant.

Nowadays, clients and audiences are found on the digital
space hence every marketer has to occupy those spaces
and can only be able to do so , through requisite
knowledge hence the need to study Digital Marketing,”
said Mr Dube.
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Ms Judith Manyeruke
Wealth Talk Media

It gives me great pleasure to have successfully completed the program and be accorded the
ZimChartered Marketer status. I hold this solid qualification in high regard after going
through the challenging but very stimulating one and half years of theoretical and practical
exposure to an industry that is different from what I already had experience in.

The greatest benefit of the program to me was much more than the professional
qualification that I earned. It was the unique opportunity be consultant to an SME and see it
transform in all aspects of its business. As consultant, I recommended to the business that it
conducts an environmental audit as a starting point, which served as the foundation for its
strategic plan.

I also guided the business through the strategy implementation process by undertaking
various initiatives and activities to increase its brand awareness, grow its customer base and
revenue as well as strengthen customer relationships and improve customer satisfaction.
With my support the SME was able to resolve most of the key issues that were uncovered
during the environmental audit.

I am grateful to MAZ for such a wonderful program, I know that I now have all of the tools to be an even more impactful
marketer. I truly enjoyed my time in the program and the investment I made there is changing my future for the better.

As wealth talk media, we would like to extend our sincere gratitude to the Marketers
Association of Zimbabwe for enlisting our company to receive a Chartered marketing
student. During the 12-month period that we received this mentorship a lot of changes
happened in our company. I can safely say we moved from a basic ‘museyamwa business’ to
actually being a corporate.

We recorded major changes in client management strategy, moved from one revenue
stream to four revenue streams, diversified, moved into publications and registered a
company in Zimbabwe and South Africa and that is big for an SME.

It was a great experience as we managed to develop new competencies (especially in areas
of social media) in our field of work. The benefit is quite huge and is greatly appreciated. In
business we’re never satisfied and we still working to achieve greater expectations than the
previous one. The student came with a wealth of experience, among others, in social media
marketing and upon her recommendation, the company managed to employ a social media
marketing officer.

We’re also embarking on a product repackaging and branding exercise. Definitely because
with each student, we’re learning a new concept in marketing our business and brand. We’re
so appreciative of this programme for the SMEs.It would be so costly if we were to hire a
consultative personnel but you made it easy for us and it gives us room to concentrate more
on growing our businesses.

ZIMCHARTERED MARKETER TESTIMONIALS

SMEs TESTIMONIALS
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Patricia Chigwa Mutumha
Customer Experience Manager

NicozDiamond Insurance

Washington Mapfumo
Pandora Chemicals
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A WINNING ATTITUDE GREATER
THAN YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES

PUBLIC RELATIONS

and women and organisations we envy even to work for or
being associated with did not wake up like that. They worked
tirelessly and pushed harder, even at a time when they could
have easily given up.

Marcus Aurelius once wrote: “Our life is what our thoughts
make it.” A winning attitude does not come by itself. A
winning attitude is when we begin to think “winning”, and
nothing else. Attitude is like a muscle that must be developed
both through deliberate practice and action toward a well-
defined goal or accomplishment.

Why is it that we all need an attitude of winning? It is because
life was never designed to be easy. It takes courage and effort
to win, whether it’s Liverpool winning over Manchester United
or Lionel Messi grabbing most of the football accolades whilst
Renaldo is just salivating for some.

You can never win if you are always preying on negativity;
listening to negative people, mouthing negative words, and
listening to negative news. Develop a positive attitude to win.
I have seen some economists’ predictions being proven
wrong and weather experts promising us rains and still no
meaningful rains. I am not suggesting that we should not
listen to experts, but be very selective of the information you

Judith Mcnaught, one of the renowned romance writers of
the 1980's, once remarked that “there will be a few times
in your life when all your instincts will tell you to do
something, something that defies logic, upsets your plans,
and may seem crazy to others.”

Her advice was: “Listen to your instincts and ignore
everything else. Ignore logic, ignore the odds, ignore

the complications, and just go for it.”

In these words, Judith defined the attitude that all would-
be winners ought to have in the pursuit of their life’s
purpose. Bill Gates, Warren Buffett, Oprah Winfrey, Alicko
Dangote and Strive Masiyiwa are all names that most of us
are very familiar with. When you come across these names,
what comes to your mind? What do you quickly think
about? Obviously, words like successful, achievers, famous,
wealthy and blessed come to your mind.

There is no doubt that success in life does not come on a
silver platter. It takes a lot of work coming up with a formula
to change the course of your life or organisation.

Successful companies understand that without a strategy,
nothing will ever be accomplished. All these great men

‘Refuse to tolerate negativity and stay away from people that
belittle your goals’
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has targeted its prey, it is not going to surrender until a catch
has been made. It will pursue its meal relentlessly and will
never feed on grass. This, fellow Zimbabweans, is the attitude
we must have.

In spite of all the chaos and challenges we are facing, where
are our opportunities? When you have such an attitude, you
have a winning attitude. It’s up to you to choose to eat grass
or vegetables even though meat, mature beef, is available.
Gore rino ndodya nerivha, attested Mambo Dhuterere, the
famous gospel artist. Remain optimistic, be patient, persist
and most of all have a strategy and implement it now. We will
definitely see you at the top.

Blessing Mandipira is the Chief Executive Officer of the
Blessing speaks Unlimited. He is a premier expert in the
field of public speaking training. He is also an
internationally acclaimed motivational speaker, top
executive speech coach, facilitator and author.

get from such people. I know of an organisation that
invited an economist who spoke convincingly so well that
Zimbabwe’s economy is headed for disaster. He was so
passionate about that negative news and I waited thinking
that after some time he would bring out some good news
as well but alas to no avail. I was devastated and felt
hopeless to such an extent that it was almost impossible to
remain sane.

All I could see were problems that can never be resolved
and issues that are beyond human comprehension. I would
have loved it if he had spoken about the problems and
then highlight the opportunities that we have as a nation.
If we are going to make it in our country, please, we need
to have a winning attitude. You do not win by chance, but
you win through preparation and implementation of your
strategy. Of all the problems we face, in most cases,
someone else has the answer. If we are humble enough to
ask for help, we can get it.

There are people that are way smarter than us who have
solutions to the predicament we find ourselves in. Refuse
to tolerate negativity and stay away from people that
belittle your goals and ambitions. In these times we are
living, it’s very easy to give up and quit thinking that there
is no more hope.

As I was writing this article, I got the news that Bhadella –
after having served the nation for about 88 years – will be
shutting doors soon. Companies are retrenching and the
money that people are being given as salaries is pathetic
in most organisations. It looks as if the world is coming to
an end, but not at all. These events have resulted in a
change of behaviour and attitudes of people towards
winning their life’s endeavors. In the midst of all this debris
and mess, please must understand that there is hope for all
of us if we choose to be optimistic. We all have a choice to
change our attitudes now, to define them in a more
positive way and to stand firmly until we reach our goals.

“Attitude is a choice. Happiness is a
choice. Giving is a choice. Respect is a
choice. Whatever choice you make

makes you,” according to Roy Bennett.
And it was Mather Washington who
stressed that the better part of our

happiness or misery depends upon our
dispositions and not upon our

circumstances.

As a lover of nature, a few days ago while watching
NatGeo Wild, I was amazed at how hyenas survive in the
jungle especially considering that they are slow and small
and yet they are carnivores as well. The number one hunter
in the jungle is the lion. Imagine the second animal when it
comes to catching prey is the hyena. Surely with all those
attributes, or lack of, one would think that hyenas cannot
catch prey in the jungle as much as the cheetah or tiger but
statistics show otherwise. It’s an incredible hunter that
maximizes on persistence and patience. Once the hyena
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PUBLIC RELATIONS

THE DECONSTRUCTION OF
CORPORATE REPUTATION

reputations. However, in the long run, the bubble will always
burst as it is impossible to purchase a character.

I have always argued that reputation is a 360-degree facet.
Hence there are no quick gains. It has to be built ‘inside-
outside’. As long as there is pre-occupation with the external
stakeholders’ view of an organisation or company, the
ultimate and definite outcome is that there will be a
reputation deconstruction as the envisaged positive
reputation will be a buddle flying high without internal
mechanism towards keeping its competitiveness.

Though attempts to purchase reputation would have worked
in the age of traditional media, where the entities controlled
the type of reputation that will be established and maintained
in the eyes of the stakeholders, social media has opened a
floodgate of various forms of stakeholders punching holes in
the reputation bubbles that float in the air without internal
stakeholder’s consensus driving them.

Observability of the reputation

Because reputation is not an observable and tangible asset,
the top leadership always pay little attention to it, but with
fatal consequences. This is what has happens with companies,
they sell an impression and promises that they can’t keep due
to the internal dislocations. The general promises are usually
hinged on the need to impress external stakeholders and
abandoning the expectations of the internal stakeholders
such as employees who are the brand ambassadors of the
company and shape the perceptions of the external
stakeholders.

The deconstruction process of the reputation is an ongoing
process, but due to the fact that the deconstruction is

By Tabani Moyo

Companies in Zimbabwe suffer the challenge of
maintaining a solid and competitive reputation over a
period of time. This is because sustainable and durable
reputations are a manifestation of corporate character,
which is difficult to purchase or imitate. This presents a
challenge of consistency of time as companies end up
losing ground and plunging from one crisis to another as
they engage in acts of corporate reputation
deconstruction.

In this instalment of the column, I attend to the subject
matter and give pointers towards the path to building
lasting reputations.

The case of reputation deconstruction happens when
stakeholders take lead in mutilating the value proposition
which the company made towards the attainment of its
mission and vision statement. It takes root when the
company’s value systems are attacked and compromises
both by internal and external stakeholders.

When such situation happens, the default reaction of the
top management is to rush towards paying public relations
specialists to suppress the weakening of the reputation
before it becomes a fully blown crisis. This is a grave
mistake.

The ‘purchasability’ of reputation

Attempts by companies to engage PR companies to turn
around the dwindling reputation fortunes, brings to the
fore the concept of ‘purchasability’ of reputation. This
concept has been tested for a long time from various
disciplines and there is consensus that in the short-term,
organisations might record small gains towards purchasing
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Under-promise and over-deliver: This has been the
companies’ Achilles Heel, promising heaven on earth, but
each passing day, through acts of commission or omission,
delivering none. There is no amount of money to correct this,
except a company that is structured in defining and executing
its reputation strategy.

Be transparent: When trust is low, it’s imperative that
stakeholders see that the company is not withholding any
bitter truth. Because we are in the knowledge economy,
stakeholders are now engaged in online reviews and sharing
information which can only leave the establishments exposed
if they attempt to hold back on critical information about their
brands.

Act on feedback: Failure to produce ongoing responsive
engagement with stakeholders increase levels of distrust. It’s
high time that companies become responsive and
accountable through coordinating themselves internally and
being useful when answers are required. By doing so, the
companies will be guaranteed of at least stopping the
reputation deconstruction process and building towards a
better reputation mix.

Tabani Moyo is a chartered marketer, corporate
reputation management expert and communications
consultant based in Harare.
Contact: moyojz@gmail.com or @TabaniMoyo (Twitter)

happening on an intangible asset, it happens without
noticing if there is no set strategy on managing the
complex issue of reputation. In most cases there is shock
therapy as brands plunge into crisis, yet they fail to go to
the drawing board and start building a strong foundation
which starts internally and ultimately shape the world view
of the external stakeholders.

Having noted the foregoing, I therefore recommend the
following:

Brand is not a veneer: a modern-day brand’s values must
run deep. Strong reputations are founded on the values of
the brands they are built on. Companies should therefore
have a culture of developing and implementing a
corporate reputation management strategy to guard
against the deconstruction process. This should build a
strong internal value mix that shapes the identity mix and
ultimately the image which the external stakeholders hold.

Don’t preach: Today’s stakeholders don’t like being told
what to feel, think or do. The pitfall of many companies lies
in preaching through value propositions that are in actual
terms meaningless. The world wants to see a ‘doing’
reputation, rather than preaching one. Therefore,
competitive reputation should be hinged and sit firm on a
foundation of internal stakeholders driving the narrative
and shaping how it will then “relay” the message to the
external world.

Degrees, Diplomas,
Higher Certificates
and Postgraduate

Qualifications
inMarketing, Supply Chain and Business

THE DECONSTRUCTION OF CORPORATE REPUTATION



COMPANY NEWS

3. Is Unicaf University here to compete with local learning
institutions?

We cannot avoid competition once we are in the playing field.
However, our aim is to complement the magnificent work
being done by local universities, by offering an alternative,
modern way of learning through online delivery, which offers
the flexibility to study at your own time and place of
convenience. It enables stay at home mothers to receive an
education, so that they can start a career when the children
are in school; it helps working professionals to earn higher
and better qualifications to get better jobs, without giving up
their careers and salaries during their studies; it helps school
leavers in remote areas get academic qualifications at a
fraction of the cost, it helps disabled people study from
home. After all, almost everything nowadays is online: bank
transactions, communication, payment of bills, etc. Online
learning is the modern way of studying, an important addition
to and progression of the traditional education system, and I
believe that, as a society, we need to adapt to it very fast.

4. In terms of the academic programmes Unicaf University
offers, which gaps do you fill in the country’s higher
education sector?

Unicaf University is cognizant of the vision of the Ministry of
Higher and Tertiary Education, Science and Technology
Development of Zimbabwe. The noble cause of the
Education 5.0 Doctrine and the Heritage-based Education
Philosophy aim to bring about the much anticipated
economic transformation, desired by everyone in this country.
In line with the 2018 National Critical Skills Audit Report, UU
is adapting academic programmes offered in other countries
to the needs of the local market, whilst maintaining their
international relevance; it is also developing special

1. Describe Unicaf University to us

Unicaf University is an international institution, aiming to
increase access to quality higher education in Africa and
the world. The University delivers internationally
recognised undergraduate and postgraduate degrees, via
a state-of-the-art digital platform, at an affordable cost.
The generous scholarships offered to students, as well as
partnerships with universities in the UK and the USA are its
main characteristics. Currently represented in 12 African
countries, with 2 modern campuses in operation in Zambia
and Malawi, the University was provisionally accredited for
two years by the Zimbabwe Council for Higher Education,
(ZimCHE), to enable the development of its programmes.
Unicaf University is the first international online university
to receive provisional accreditation from ZimCHE. UU
facilities are located at 99, Jason Moyo Avenue, in Harare.

2. What unique characteristics distinguish Unicaf
University from other international universities?

Unicaf University is unique in that it delivers its
programmes both online and on campus, with a broad
international coverage of content, to provide students with
a global learning experience and to allow interaction with
fellow students from different countries through the virtual
classes. Unicaf University programmes are designed to
equip students with cutting edge knowledge and skills,
which respond to the current demands of the global
workplace, and to prepare them for the future. At the same
time, the University’s programmes are tailor made to
answer the country`s specific needs, and to contribute to
national development and progress.
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- Big Data, through specialised data analytics platforms, you
can modify course or programme content, evaluate teaching
staff performance, develop the curriculum.

- Cloud technology, a digital or virtual information storage
solution from multiple locations, which reduces expenditure
compared to vast archive rooms.

- Security Technology, essential for higher education
institutions in managing access to information, issuing
student IDs, vetting authorised contractors, providing access
to e-libraries and other online facilities.

Besides technological trends, quality assurance, institutional
accreditation and the ranking of universities is also critical.

9. What’s in store for the Zimbabwean education sector?

The local education sector is set for exciting times of
increased access and convenience with Unicaf University.
Quality higher education and internationally recognised
academic qualifications are now available at an affordable
cost. We call upon Zimbabweans to discover our generous
scholarship programme, apply to study with us and join an
international community of 25,000 students and 2,500
graduates in 156 countries.

programmes in response to the identified national critical
skills.

5. What are Unicaf University’s guiding principles?

Firstly, increasing access to quality higher education
especially for African citizens, by offering generous
scholarships to all eligible applicants. Secondly,
modernising and continuously upgrading academic
programmes. Online study is the most convenient form of
delivery. It saves time, money and resources. Thirdly, UU
aims to give back to the communities it serves in different
ways: by granting full scholarships to talented, financially
challenged individuals, by offering open lectures and free
workshops for the general public, and free computer
lessons to school leavers, by donating to charity. Through
its Doctoral programmes UU fosters scientific research for
the production of new knowledge,that is relevant and
useful for the country.

6. What types of academic programmes do you offer?

The University offers a comprehensive range of
programmes in the Medical and Health sector, in Business
and Commerce, in Applied Sciences, Arts and Humanities,
Engineering and Technology. Programmes range from
professional development short courses to Bachelor,
Master’s and Doctoral degrees. Short courses equip
professionals with specialised, critical skills encouraging
the continuous pursuit of new knowledge, or lifelong
learning.

7. How credible are online degree programmes?

The world is going digital at a very fast pace. Professionals
need to update their skills constantly and this is made
possible through online study. Online learning is more
convenient, easier to access, more economical and offers
opportunities for international networking. Of course not
all online institutions offer the same quality programmes,
so students should do their research before deciding to
enroll. Accreditation of any programme, online or
conventional, hinges on Quality Assurance.

8. What are the global trends in education?

The inclusion of technology in higher education is
important for various reasons:

a) because it is cost effective compared to traditional
teaching systems. Online delivery of programmes cuts
costs for both institutions and students;

b) because technology allows institutions to reach a
broader audience, achieving higher enrolments;

c) because technology facilitates easier learning and
student engagement through the use of apps, virtual
reality, and gamification strategies applied to educational
materials. Current trends in online higher education
include:

- Collaborative learning, shared apps such as Google Docs,
interactive boards, or group messaging apps which
enhance problem solving and communication skills and
fosters creativity and assist learners to retain information
for longer.
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Jointly owned by ART Corporation and
Nampak Zimbabwe, Softex Tissue
Products manufactures quality tissue
products and distributes a wide range of
hygiene care products for the industrial
and consumer markets in Zimbabwe.

Our journey started in 1983
when we commenced

operations specializing in
tissue converting.

We have since diversified into feminine and
baby care products, washroom hygiene
products as well as household and
industrial detergents. We are passionate
about hygiene; we want you to love it too!

The company is in the process of
repositioning into a fully-fledged hygiene
business, away from the ‘Tissue Products
only’ perception that the market currently
holds on the brand.

The company seeks to be a significant
player in the broad hygiene space,
focusing on Tissue products, Feminine &
Baby Care products, Washroom Fixtures
and Accessories, Cleaning Equipment and
Accessories as well asHousehold and
Industrial detergents.

A combination of own manufacturing and
trading partnerships will be utilized as the
company aggressively pursues its vision of
providing hygiene solutions that improve
the quality of people’s lives.

With this new trajectory, Softex will beso
much more than just tissue products!
#HYGIENE YOU CAN TRUST!
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TECHNOLOGY
RE-INVENTED

OUR PARTNERS

COMPANY NEWS

Technology no doubt improves productivity and
businesses processes. In the 21st Century technology
integration has focused more on Artificial Intelligence,
Process Automation, Big Data and Security. Frolgate
Technology Group (FTG) provides Technology solutions
that empower and enable businesses and people to
achieve more with less.

Over the past 17 years, Frolgate Technology has partnered
with businesses from the Financial Services, Government,
NGO’s, Energy, Power, Telecomms, Health, Mining Sectors
and many more to help them improve their
competitiveness through the adoption of cutting-edge
technology. Our mandate is to identify our customers
highest- value opportunities, apply innovative technology
to address their most critical business challenges and
transform their enterprises.

We provide connectivity, productivity, transactional,
decision making and customer experience platforms and
tolls to businesses and people that are digitally
transforming.

Our Purpose
To enable and empower businesses and people to achieve
more with less.

Our Vision
To become a Global Technology Company by providing
innovative technologies that enable and empower
businesses and people in their digital transformation

Mission Statement
Our mission is to help businesses and people to effectively
adopt and scale digital technologies within their
organisations and workspaces. Our technologies will
always be differentiated and innovative.

The technologies provide connectivity, productivity,
transactional, decision making and customer experience
platforms and capabilities. Our business is built on vitality
principles, driven by strong customer success focus, a
futuristic and global outlook. We take key and keen
consideration of our people and the society in which we
operate

Networking
We have teams of experts experienced in the design,
installation, and support of networks from the smallest and
biggest networks and from the simple to the most
intelligent networks. We offer consultancy services that
help our customers develop technology blueprints that
address gaps in their communications infrastructure. We

see networks as sitting at the core of service delivery and
business competitiveness.

We position networks at the heart of the unstoppable
evolution to a digital economy

Security
Frolgate Technology Group and its partners in the vendor
world present the various security solutions to different
threats caused to the computer systems. Almost all
organisations and sectors are currently faced with the
problem of inside threats to vital computer assets. The issue
is compounded by emerging cloud-based technology
systems whose demand for secure connectivity is very high.
We ride on the 6 pillars of security that is the user, data,
network, application, mobile and cloud.

Core Computing
Our solutions include software-defined, data centres, cloud
enabled enterprise servers and systems that help you operate
at business speed. We provide intelligent storage, built for
your hybrid cloud requirements, virtualised to help you unlock
the full potential of your data in a cost-effective manner.

Office Automation
Dependable and productive, we provide industry leading
business machines which are genuine, making them the
perfect solution for any corporate and personal usage.
Inclusive in our pack are desktops, latest core generation
laptops available in stock and upon order, printers that give
you the right paperwork, desktop and laptop accessories. Our
preferred brands are HP, DELL and Lenovo.

Unified Communications and Collaborations
Communication and Collaboration is achieved when
technology, processes and people integrate into one
seamless digital feel that blends all walks of life. With the
speed in the advancement of technology, organisations can
now bring all departments, workers on one platform from any
device. Our solutions include Conferencing, Contact Centre,
IP Telephony, Telephone Management, Unified
Communications and Digital Signage.

Frolgate Technology is recognised as the:
HP GOLD PARTNER
CISCO PREMIER PARTNER
VMWARE PARTNER ENTERPRISE SOLUTION PROVIDER
NETAPP GOLD PARTNER
DELL PARTNER DIRECT PREFERRED
IBM ADVANCED BUSINESS PARTNER
ORACLE GOLD PARTNER
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GROOMING AND ETIQUETTE

YOU DON'T ALWAYS HAVE TO BREAK THE BANK

Navy blue, red, white and purple are great colours for any
evening do. Metallic shoes – gold or silver are also awesome
for such events.

For me, a dark-coloured suit would be the perfect choice for
any guy who takes themselves seriously.

It would really be pushing it asking Zimbabwean men to
wear a black suit with a white shirt and a black bowtie –
because that’s what a black-tie event demands – but at
least wear a well-fitted suit and be appropriate for the

event.

Anyone who decides to wear a blazer and asks what shirt to
wear it with – I always recommend a white one.

Anything works over a white shirt, whatever the tone of your
skin.

You may feel white is overdone but believe me – it’ll save you
a whole lot of mishap.

The sentiment is unisex. Your white shirt or blouse will go with
whatever you want it to. It could be a pair of formal pants,
dark or light wash denim jeans, African print, java – practically
anything!

I’ve noticed some men prefer black shirts over white ones to
evening events.

That works well if you’re Leroy Gopal or DJ Napstar fashion
savvy.

A black shirt and black blazer combination will require
accessories like a pocket square, lapel pin and a bow tie with
a young chain to add some detail to the whole ensemble.

You’ll also need to be one bold man to pull it off – black draws
more attention to the pieces accompanying the suit than the
suit itself.

A few puffs of your favourite fragrance will certainly tie
everything together perfectly. When you smell great, you’re
automatically more attractive.

Whenever an organiser of any event rolls out a red carpet,
you should already know it means dressing up to the nines.

It means you can’t wear your regular work clothes or jeans.
It means wear something elegant, do your hair and make-
up. There’s no better excuse than to polish up for a red-
carpet awards ceremony.

Such events are a great networking opportunity. You never
know who you might meet, and what they may be
interested in doing for your business.

So, in order to be taken seriously, you need to make an
effort to look good. If it’s a black-tie event, there’s going to
be a red carpet, you can’t afford to wear a “two-piece” suit.
You also can’t wear jeans and a checkered shirt.

Think class. Think elegance. Think chic.

Black is always a great colour to work with. It’s safe yet so
rich. Black is easy to accessorise, and trust me – you may
not need to buy any new accessories to work a black dress.

Understand that you don’t have to always part with your
hard-earned cash to look good.

Look around you and open your eyes to the gems you
already have in your wardrobe. Make them your inspiration
for the rest of your look even.

You’ll be surprised what magic you can work without
spending a cent.

I love African print material, but I’m not sure it would be a
great fabric for the red carpet unless it’s used to accentuate
a different type of fabric.

Colour blocking has been trending in recent times but this
is always a great risk.

You have to be really sure about your colour combinations
and ensure they don’t come across as a random unification
of colours.

Personally, this is a risk I wouldn’t want to take.

DRESSING FOR AWARDS:
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Eunice Ganyawu-Magwali

Eunice Ganyawu-Magwali was
appointed managing director for Nestle
Zimbabwe with effect from December
3, 2019. She is a Business executive with
experience spanning over sixteen (16)
years leading high performing teams in
various sectors.

She has worked as Group Commercial
Executive for Dairibord Holdings,
AgriBusiness and SME Manager at
Metropolitan Bank, Sales and Trade
Marketing at Delta Beverages Lagers
SBU and Regional Sales, Marketing and
Distribution Manager at National
Foods. She holds a post graduate
diploma in Management (UZ), Bachelor
of Science in Chemistry (UZ) Master’s
Degree in Business Management
(NUST) and Masters in Strategic
Marketing (UZ).

More Moyo

More Moyo has been appointed
Business Development Specialist for the
IMM Graduate School with effect from
January 2, 2020. More is a seasoned
Marketer with over 14 years’ experience
in the Marketing Industry. Whilst based
predominantly in Zimbabwe, More has
consulted for organizations within the
region and completed projects in
Zambia, South Africa and Malawi. More
is a Chartered Marketer and certified
digital marketer. He holds several
Marketing qualifications with local and
regional Universities. More is a MAZ
board member.

Bhekimpilo Ntini

Bhekimpilo Ntini has been appointed
Group Marketing Manager for Cimas
with effect from December 1, 2019. He
joined the Cimas family from mobile
network giant, Econet Wireless where
he has been brand manager since 2013.
Bheki is a holder of a Bachelor of
Commerce Honours Degree in
Marketing with the National University
of Science and Technology (NUST).

He is a Chartered Marketer with the
Chartered Institute of Marketing (ICM).
He also holds a certificate in Dynamics
of Successful Management from
Success Motivation International,
certificate from LinkedIn Learning.

Precious Murena- Nyika

Precious Nyika was recently appointed
as the Chief Executive Officer for Lafarge
Cement Zimbabwe with effect from 1
March 2020. Prior to being appointed to
this role, Precious was working as a
Director in charge of Human Resources,
Strategy and Communications. Precious
graduated with a BSc Honours in
Psychology and a Masters in Business
Administration (MBA) from the
University of Zimbabwe .She holds a
postgraduate diploma in Leadership
from Havard Business School. She is a
former board member of MAZ.

Alexander Chishiri

Alexander Chishiri was recently
appointed Managing Director of Barker
McCormac Ogilvy with effect from 1
February 2020.In his new role Alex is
expected to lead and steer the agency
through these tough economic times.
Alex has been the Chief Operating
Officer for Barker McCormac Ogilvy
since May 2017. Previously he has
served Barker McCormac Ogilvy as its
Finance Director and Chief Financial
Officer.

He holds a Masters in Business
Administration from Nottingham Trent
University, a certificate in Digital
Marketing from the University of Cape
Town, Certificate in Social Media
focused in Social Media from University
Of Cape Town and is currently pursuing
an MSc in Digital marketing with the
Institute of Digital Marketing in Ireland.

Manatsa Gaka

Manatsa Gaka was recently promoted as
Marketing Manager for Maize and
Breakfast at National Foods Limited
Zimbabwe. Prior to his promotion to
Marketing Manager, he was brand
manager responsible for the Maize
Division. He holds in a Bsc Honours
degree in Media and Society Studies,
Professional Diploma in Marketing and
Strategic Marketing (CIM).
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CELEBRATING ACHIEVEMENTS

In this edition we would like to honor Marketers who continue
to scale up the corporate ladder in various organisations.
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